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ETHICS AND RISK MANAGEMENT IN IN
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE: A WORKSHOP FOR
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AND
COMMUNITY PRACTITIONERS
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Ethics and Risk Management Issues in Professional sychological
Practice: The Trust Workshop for Veterans Administration and
Community Practitioners

WORKSHOP DESCRIPTION
The evolving challenges of psychology practice across the spectrum of
work settings—from large organization such as the VA to small private
practices--require thoughtful consideration, awareness of ethical
principles and constraints, and good risk management strategies. This
ethics and risk management workshop will address selected current and
emerging issues in a changing healthcare services environment, with a
particular focus on the need to avoid adverse licensing disciplinary
events.

The workshop will begin with an orientation to The Trust risk
management philosophy and strategy. Following this introductory
material, we will focus on four content areas: boundaries (with an
emphasis on digital and small world concerns, the boundaries of
competence, and setting and maintaining boundaries regarding safety
issues, such as the possession of weapons): record keeping (with a
particular focus on the challenges of electronic health records (EHRs);
and ethics, risk and the use of evidenced based practices (EBPs). Time
permitting, we will also discuss managing the risks involved in
supervision.
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OBJECTIVES
 Learn about The Trust risk management philosophy, including key

strategies for identifying and managing high risk situations and
patients.
 Develop strategies for managing online and small-world boundary
challenges.
 Understand issues and approaches to managing record keeping and
information flow in the digital context.
 Identify essential risk management steps in the supervision of preand post-doctoral interns.
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The Trust Risk Management
Program
• Workshops
• Advocate consultation program: (800) 477-1200
• Assessing and Managing Risk in Psychological
Practice (2nd ed.)

• www.trustinsurance.com
 Document templates
 Articles and resources
• Case review program
• Policy enhancements
 Deposition representation
 Regulatory coverage including Medicare & Medicaid audits
2
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The Trust Risk Management
Program
• The Trust Coverage Policy
 Coverage for interstate psychological services for
malpractice and licensing board complaints

 Coverage for coaching
 No coverage for criminal prosecutions for unlicensed
practice
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The Trust Risk Management Team

• Leisl Bryant, Ph.D., ABPP
• Julie Jacobs, Psy.D., J.D.
• Joseph Scroppo, Ph.D., J.D.
• Dan Taube, J.D., Ph.D.
• Amanda D. Zelechoski, J.D.,
Ph.D., ABPP
• Emeritus

Eric Harris, J.D., Ed.D.
Jeff Younggren, Ph.D., ABPP
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What is Risk Management?
• The prospective assessment of retrospective
evaluation

• Requires:
 Evaluation of benefits to patient/client
 Evaluation of risk to professional and patient/client

• Decision-making based upon a risk/benefit
analysis
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What is Risk Management?
• Enables psychologist to:
 Provide the best, most appropriate care to patient:
•
•
•
•
•

Increases likelihood of positive outcome
Creates good alliance with patient
Allows patient to participate in decision-making
Minimizes anger when the unexpected happens
Bases treatment plan on client’s identified problems

 Demonstrate that good care was provided
 Demonstrate that psychologist is a competent, ethical, and
prudent professional

• Risk management is a business decision, but

grounded in ethical principles and standards.
6
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Risk Management Basics
• Judicial:
 How similarly qualified practitioners would have managed
the patient's care under the same or similar
circumstances.

•

Must have and use the knowledge ordinarily possessed by
members of the profession in good standing

• Ethical:
 Reasonable = the prevailing professional judgment of

psychologists engaged in similar activities in similar
circumstances, given the knowledge the psychologist had
or should have had at the time.
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Risk Management Basics
Standard of Care

Ordinary,

Reasonably
Prudent
Psychologists in a
Similar
Situation
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Risk Management Basics
• In responding to a licensing board complaint (or
other adversarial contexts), your ability to
demonstrate:
 Knowledge and application of basic ethical principles,
 Your clinical plan, and
 Your risk analysis (as evidenced in your documentation
and consultation)

• is often more important than the clinical outcome
• (Risk management for psychologists is primarily

designed to avoid adverse disciplinary actions as a
result of licensing board complaints. As you know,
you are generally protected from lawsuits)
9
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Risk Management Basics
• Have a good working knowledge of ethics code
and legal standards governing practice

• Conduct a conservative evaluation of your
competence to perform
 Intellectual competence
 Technical competence
 Emotional competence
 Cultural competence

• Keep your knowledge base up to date

• Avoid professional isolation
10
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Risk Management Basics
• Identify high risk patients and high risk situations
 Worst case thinking

• Assess relationship with client
 Longevity
 Alliance

• Assess your “Personal Tool Box”
• Take patient dissatisfaction and complaints
seriously
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What Happens When We are
Negligent or Violate Licensing
Standards?
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The Trust Risk Management Model
• Patient risk characteristics
• Situation or contextual risk
• Therapist’s “personal toolbox” characteristics
• Potential disciplinary consequences
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High Risk Patients
• Cluster B Personality Disorders

(Borderline/Narcissistic/Antisocial)

• Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID/MPD)
• PTSD (complex)
• Patients who were abused as children or are in
abusive relationships

• Potentially suicidal patients
• Potentially violent patients
• Patients involved in unrelated lawsuits
• Patients with recovered memories of abuse

14
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High Risk Situations
• Child custody-related cases
• Third party evaluations
• Supervision
• Isolated, vulnerable, or narcissistic
therapists

 Excessive positive or negative countertransference

 Attractive or wealthy patients
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Ethics Fundamentals
• Beneficence
• Nonmaleficence
• Autonomy
• Justice
• Rules for Professional-Patient Relations
 Fidelity
 Veracity
 Confidentiality
 Privacy

(Beauchamp & Childress, 2008)
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Risk Management:
“The Keys to Success”
•

Provide comprehensive informed consent

•

Develop good record keeping practices and strategies

•

Seek appropriate consultation

•

Pay attention to client relationships

•

Understand that you are in a business and will need
efficient practices and procedures which interface well
with your revenue sources

•

Participate in your professional community (a
shameless plug for CPA and county psych associations)
17
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Things to Remember
• You will make mistakes.
• You cannot help everyone.
• You will not know everything.
• You cannot go it alone.
• Technological developments will continue to

•

present opportunities and challenges.
Humility and a sense of humor are as crucial to
risk management as they are to all other aspects
of life.
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Personal-Professional Boundaries:
A Brief Exercise
Consider this hypothetical:

• Therapist S is at a holiday party, and has a few
•
•

•
•

drinks. She is confident, as the evening nears an
end, that she is sober enough to drive
She looses control of her car on the way home, and
collides with the center divider on 101
No one is hurt, but the officer requests a
breathalyzer—and she complies; her blood alcohol
level is .16 (2 times the legal limit)
She is arrested for a DUI. She pleads no contest to a
misdemeanor charge, and is placed on 3 years
probation
This is an isolated event; she does not abuse drugs
or alcohol, and has never been arrested nor
convicted of any crime before
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Exercise, continued
• The BOP or BBS files, sua sponte, charges

against her license for “engaging in
unprofessional conduct.”
• She goes before an administrative law
judge for a hearing
• The judge finds that there was no
substantial relationship between her DUI
conviction and her professional activities,
and recommends that the BBS/BOP dismiss
the case
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Exercise, cont.
• Do you think there is a substantial relationship

between this event and this person’s professional
activities?

• What would you decide?
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Sulla v. Board of Registered
Nurses* (2012)
•

These are (almost) the exact facts for Mr. Sulla, a registered
nurse who had a BRN action against him (though I took
some liberties with the facts)

•

The Board (operating under the same standards as you and I
work under), found that there WAS a substantial relationship

•

Mr. Sulla took it to Superior Court, and the Judge found that
the Boards findings were contrary to the ALJs factual
findings, and thus vacated the Boards decision.

•

The Board appealed to the First Circuit Court of Appeals—
and THAT court agreed with the Board. The CA Supreme
Court let the decision stand

•

Mr. Sulla was kept on probation by the Board—despite the
ALJ and Superior Court’s findings and decision

*205 Cal. App. 4th 1195; 140 Cal. Rptr. 3d 514; 2012 Cal. App. LEXIS 543
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How Can the Licensing Boards
Do That?
• Remember—the licensing system is set up to
protect the public, not the professional

• In its first stages, it is an inquisitorial model—not a
•

truly adversarial one until you get to Superior
Court (if you can afford it).
This kind of question about the degree to which
our personal lives should be brought into decisions
regarding professional practice are vexing—for
professionals and boards
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ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING
PERSONAL V. PROFESSIONAL
• “The right to be let alone is indeed the beginning

of all freedom” (Justice William O. Douglas, 1952,
dissenting opinion) (that is, a right for the
professional person, in his or her personal capacity,
to privacy

• Ethics codes (e.g., APA, NASW) are silent

regarding our behavior outside the workplace or
practice setting

• Do our ethics codes and licensing laws govern our
private behavior at times? (see
Pipes, Holstein & Aguirre, 2006)
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YES: EXAMPLES OF STATE
STANDARDS IN THIS REGARD
• APA’s rule regarding expulsion if convicted of a
felony

• Licensing board rules regarding criminal

convictions “substantially related to the
qualifications, functions, and duties” of the
professional (e.g., Cal. B & P Code  2963, 2018
(psychologists);

• Rules for denying, limiting or revoking licenses if

drugs or alcohol are used “to an extent or in a
manner dangerous to himself or herself, any other
person, or the public, or to an extent that this use
impairs his or her ability to perform the work of a
psychologist with safety to the public.” (e.g., Cal. B &
P Code 2960(b), 2018 (psychologists)
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EXAMPLES (CONT.)
• Or Board rules regarding “sexual misconduct that

is substantially related to the qualifications,
functions or duties” of the professional (e.g., Cal. B
& P Code 2960(o), 2018, psychologists)

• Rules regarding “commission of any dishonest,

corrupt, or fraudulent act substantially related to
the qualifications, functions, or duties of a licensee
or registrant” (e.g., Cal. B & P Code  2960(n),
2018 (psychologists)
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WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS?
• With behaviors and situations short of those legally
and ethically addressed, clarify one’s role
• Pipes et al., 2006, suggest that our ethics codes
explicitly require such clarifications
• They also suggest that ethics codes make it clear in
the broad, non-enforceable value statements, that
MHPs aspire in their personal lives to abide by
consensus values (e.g., integrity, justice, respect for
peoples rights and dignity)
• In other words—character matters
• Some concerns about this suggestion
• The need to “walk our talk.”
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Will those Steps Be Sufficient?
• Unfortunately, the distinction between the
personal and professional is becoming
increasingly blurred (Barnett & Russo,
2009; Barnett, 2011; Zur, 2009)
• This has been evolving rapidly over the
past 15 years, with the permeation of the
Internet and digital devices into all of our
lives
• At many levels, the realm of the personal
has been shrinking
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Cyber-blurring of the
personal/professional
boundary

• Ofer Zur (2009) spoke to three categories of therapist
self-disclosure:
--Deliberate
--Accidental
--Unavoidable

• He, and others (Donner & Zur, 2009, Nicholson, 2011)
have argued that the Internet has created an
increasingly higher level of unavoidable therapist
transparency
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BLURRING (CONT.)
•Clients (or employers, or students, or colleagues) may
find personal information about us:
•

Photos, likes vs. dislikes, hobbies, religious affiliations, recent
activities, where you are if you use LBS

•Social Networking sites can reveal overlapping social
contacts you may have with your clients
•

Friend lists, comments, etc.

•This illumination effect may be magnified for
groups/individuals with social clusters connected via
ethnicity, sexual orientation, religion, or disability.
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Blurring (examples)
• If you Google oneself routinely, you can

get a sense of what is available about you
online
(see Spokeo, as a person search example)

• Microblogging (e.g., Twitter)

• Social Media Services (e.g., Facebook)
• Professional Activities

Slide 32
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But We Don’t Have Much that’s
Personal Online, Do We?
• Interesting—not very much data available
• Its assumed that there is a considerable
amount about us
• MacDonald et al., 2010, did a study of
about 335 MDs in New Zealand
• About 70% had Facebook pages, and

roughly a third had not set privacy settings.
Plans about vacations, weekend activities,
and other personal information was easily
found
• Notion is, we must become more mindful of
the intersection of our personal with
professional lives—not just in the more
extreme example of Sulla v. Board of
Registered Nurses (2012)
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Search Engines
Relatively recent survey explored whether clients searched for
a psychotherapist's information online (Kolmes & Taube, 2016)
• Online survey of a convenience sample of 332 current and
past psychotherapy clients
Of the respondents who took the survey:
• Almost 70% reported finding personal information about
their therapist on the Internet
• Most (87%) of these participants sought it intentionally;
only 13% found it accidentally

•
•
•
•

78% found the information via Google
42% found it via Facebook
17% found information on LinkedIn
10% found it on a blog
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“It seemed like
such a one-sided
relationship.”
(39.1%)

“I was just
curious.”
(81.2%)

Why do Clients
Search?
“I was trying to
find out if my
therapist had
children.” (23.8%)
“I was trying to find
out whether we had
friends in common.”
(13.8%)

(Kolmes & Taube, 2016)
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What do Clients Find?
• 60.8% found information about therapist’s family
members (innocuous?)

• 5.7% found their therapist’s home address
• 45.3% found therapist's photos
• 37.1% found information about therapist's hobbies
and interests

• 35.1% found dating and relationship information
about their therapists

• Other less frequent but notable information

included therapist likes and dislikes, religion,
overlapping friend networks, among other things

(Kolmes & Taube, 2016)
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Is There Concern Over
Professional Information
Online?
• You saw what came up for a few shortened
pages of Google on one person

• It has become extraordinarily simple to obtain
professional publications online

• Clients can—and likely do—find such
publications

• Even if we strip identifying information from

professional examples, clients will know (or
believe) personal information is being
published about them
• Becoming a “case” as opposed to a person: a
means to an ends rather than an end in
oneself, has ethical and clinical implications
(Amos, 2011)
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What Else Can One Do?
• Google yourself periodically, and set up Google alerts
• Make corrections when you can—go to the source of
•

•
•
•
•

the information (VA example)
Be thoughtful about what your personal page/wall
posts, tweets, and so on—what effect if clients see it?
Consider and set appropriate privacy controls on all
personal and professional (but be aware of our
ultimate lack of control)
Have a purposeful, professional Internet presence
Take control of your digital footprint—even if it’s a
“little feat.”
Have something that comes up first about our agency’s
services, or our own practices, that communicates a
sense of respect, is positive, clear and professional.
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What About Psychologists
Searching for Clients on the
Internet?
Earlier studies of graduate students:
• 22% of 193 clinical psychology graduate
students googled their clients (Martin, 2010).
• Lal and Asay (Martin, 2010) found that 22% of
193 psychology grad students had Googled their
clients.
• 27% of psychology grad students reported
seeking online information about clients (Lehavot
et al., 2010).
• DeLillo and Gale (2011) surveyed 854 doctoral
students in psychology and 97.8% had reported
using social networking sites to find client
information.
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What About Psychologists
Searching for Clients on the
Internet?
Kolmes & Taube (2014):
• 227 clinicians (including licensed) surveyed
• “How often and in what context have you
searched for client information on the internet?”
 Approx. 49% of the sample purposefully searched for
client information on the internet

 Only 8% searched due to an emergency
 Mostly it was due to curiosity; not clear clinical need or
motivation

• “Did you inform clients ahead of time, or discuss
it with clients?”
 Few informed clients of such searches.

40
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To Search or Not To Search?
• Integrity and consistency are crucial to treatment
• Safety and control issues
• Honoring autonomy and respecting individuals
• Inform clients of policy regarding searching for
them on the internet (e.g., for forensic
assessments)

• Emergencies and recovering contact information
are likely exceptions
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ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
• Professional Web-pages
Are Web-page visitors simply that?
• When, if at all, do visitors become clients?
• Active/passive/hybrid qualities of Web pages
(Recupero & Applebaum, 2006)
• On an organization or practioner’s Website,
beware cookies, “click stream data,” and take
reasonable steps to assure people who browse
are not identified
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Additional Considerations
(cont.)
• Crossing into other jurisdictions--practicing without
•

•
•

a license? (the issue and recent VA regulations
regarding off-site services—May 2018);
Differing reporting laws: For example, immunity in
some states for making child abuse reports is very
strong (CA PC 11172, 2018), but may NOT be
similarly protective in other states (e.g., Texas
Family Code § 261.106 requires a good faith
report), thus opening professional up to law suits
for making a child abuse report in another state
(as opposed to a suit for failing to make such a
report)
For VA contractors, its still an issue—the regs do
not cover them; so its important to clarify bounds
of practice in Internet-based advertising, and at
this point, be extraordinarily careful about “seeing”
clients in other states
Though more extreme, the Hegeseth case (2005)
prosecution is an example of what can occur.
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A Different Dimension of
Boundaries and Multiple
Relationships (MRs)
• Dr. Care received a call from Dr. Regret, an

experienced and well-regarded clinician in the
community. Dr. Care had previously been Dr.
Regret’s supervisor at the VA. She liked and
respected him. They had become friendly in the
years since her supervisory role had ended and
shared some of the same social networks and
interests, but they were not close. Dr. Regret
called to see if he could enter therapy with Dr.
Care, and gave a brief description to her of feeling
distressed about professional and personal issues.

26
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Boundaries and MRs
• Dr. Care had a number of clients who were mental

health professionals in her practice, and scheduled
an appointment with Dr. Regret. Dr. Regret was
quite shaken when he came in for his first session.
Over the course of the next weeks, he disclosed to
her that two years before, he had lost his child to
cancer. He and his partner initially seemed to
come together around this profound loss, but a
significant relationship conflict erupted a year
later. They had gone into couples therapy, but
then separated about four months ago.
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Boundaries and MRs
•

Coincidentally, around the same time, a client
who Dr. Regret had begun treating a year and a
half ago began to report memories of being
sexually assaulted when she was a child. The
client, Ms. Memory, had initially entered
treatment with Dr. Regret because of a breakup
with her boyfriend after which she had become
depressed. In her work with Dr. Regret, Ms.
Memory had begun recalling a long-avoided
memory of sexual abuse by an older cousin. The
sense of helplessness and fear had haunted her
and she found herself once again intensely
experiencing both feelings.
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Boundaries and MRs
• As her work with Dr. Regret progressed,

Ms. Memory began to grapple with her
experience, overcome her fear and
helplessness and recover the sense of
agency she had lost. She also began
feeling and expressing a strong desire to
develop “more of a real relationship” with
Dr. Regret. He attempted to set limits with
her, but found himself increasingly
attracted to this client and disturbed by
how much his desire for intimacy with her
had grown of late.
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Boundaries and MRs
• Dr. Regret came into therapy with Dr. Care after

having set another limit with Ms. Memory, to
which she responded that he was “being cruel”
and that if he didn’t acquiesce to her demands for
a “more intimate” relationship she would go to the
licensing board and complain that that he had had
sex with her. She said she could tell that he was
infatuated with her by his behavior during
sessions, and disclosed that she had, without his
knowledge or permission, recorded sessions with
Dr. Regret where he had expressed his caring for
her.
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Boundaries and MRs
• Dr. Regret recalled such a session, when he had

responded to her request for reassurance of his
genuine caring for her, and believed his statement
that “I do care deeply for you; you are a lovely
woman,” was innocent and not problematic. But
he realized things were getting out of hand and
decided he had to terminate the relationship.
When he informed Ms. Memory about his intent to
terminate, she was very hurt and angry, and
stormed out of the session. She then made good
on her threat to report him to the board.
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Boundaries and MRs
• Dr. Care saw Dr. Regret as credible and thoughtful,
as well as quite vulnerable. She is sympathetic to
his current battle and believes him when he says
that nothing other than an attraction had arisen
between him and Ms. Memory and is sympathetic
to his personal struggles over the past two years.
As a result, she finds herself torn when Dr. Regret
asks her to write a letter on his behalf to the
licensing board; she wants to help her suffering
and beleaguered client, but worries about getting
herself involved directly in this case.
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Boundaries and MRs
• Still, she acquiesced to his request and soon

found that she has been subpoenaed to testify at
the licensing board hearing. She also discovered,
almost by accident, that in her jurisdiction of
Gondor, health care professionals have a duty to
report to the relevant licensing board when a
professional is either impaired or has violated the
ethics code or licensing law of their respective
credentialing board.
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Areas of Concern
• Clinical/Ethical Issues
• Legal Concerns
• Risk Management
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
•Boundary notions are overarching (and
still
debated) concepts
•Regarding the use and abuse of power
•It includes an intimacy-distance
continuum between the professional
and client
•It also relates to professional standards
•Many boundary standards are fluid—
primarily the “outer limits” have been
defined
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CLINICAL/ETHICAL ISSUES
• Outer limits, of course, include sexual

intimacies with clients which clearly have
been beyond
the pale for many years

• The APA Ethics Code has prohibited sexual
improprieties with clients explicitly since
1977

• By 1992, the Code also banned sexual

intimacies with past clients for at least two
years after services end, and set clear
criteria that would need to be met prior to
any such relationships.
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• 10.05 Sexual Intimacies with Current Therapy

•

Clients/Patients
Psychologists do not engage in sexual intimacies
with current therapy clients/patients.
10.06 Sexual Intimacies with Relatives or
Significant Others of Current Therapy
Clients/Patients
Psychologists do not engage in sexual intimacies
with individuals they know to be close relatives,
guardians, or significant others of current clients/
patients. Psychologists do not terminate therapy
to circumvent this standard.
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• This kind of misconduct continues, and though
•

•
•
•

frequencies are low, any sexual misconduct is
harmful to clients and to the profession:
E.g., http://suemypsychologist.word
press.com/
Enforcement stats give a rough sense of rates
http://www.bbs.ca.gov/consumer/enfstats_archive.s
html
And, of course, many states also impose civil liability,
license revocation and criminal sanctions for those
who violate these rules.
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• Who violates these rules?
• What the data show:
•
•

•

--Modal relationship is a male clinician in his 40s
or 50s with younger woman clients
Vulnerability v. personality disorder controversy
Surveys spanning some 30 years suggest that
vulnerability, intimacy fears, personal losses and
challenges, isolation, among other factors, play a
role (Koocher & Keith-Spiegel, 2016)
Gives rise to possibility of prevention.
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• A more interesting question: why is this
prohibited?

• General arguments used in support of this
ban

• Difficulty with many such arguments
(Benkhe, 2006)

• Some suggested underlying bases
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
Why (cont’d)?
1. Power differentials
2. Putting our interests ahead of those of
the client’s
3. Placing client at great risk of harm
4. Always (or mostly) harmful (empirical
question)
5. Makes the work of therapy impossible
6. No legitimate claim for a psychotherapist
to gain this kind of gratification from clients
and Rx relationships (though one could
argue that this begs the question: why?)
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
Why (cont’d)?

• 7. Fiduciary relationship—duty to not

•

•

derive illegitimate gains that place client at
risk of harm
8. Similar to fiduciary notion, it violates a
relationship of special trust; notion of
protecting a more vulnerable person’s
interests and needs, and not letting the
therapist’s needs predominate, is
underscored (Benkhe, 2006)
9. Celenza (2006) Structural asymmetry
and mutuality
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• These arguments are not only the basis for

•
•

•

prohibiting sexual intimacies with clients, but also
the philosophical groundwork for general
boundary considerations—sexual and non-sexual
Non-sexual boundary issues are by far the most,
and pose some related but distinct issues
Multiple Relationships are a subset of
boundary concerns
Most such relationships involve the
intimacy-distance continuum, but not all
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• Short of the outer limits, boundary ideas are
flexible.

• Gutheil and Gabbard (1993) argued for two

types of situations in which boundaries may
not be maintained:
--Boundary crossings (which are not harmful
and may be beneficial to clients)
--Boundary violations (which are harmful to
clients)
• Of course, violations are prohibited,
crossings are not.
• But how does one tell the difference
beforehand?
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
Multiple Relationships 3.05, APA 2017
• 3.05 (a) A multiple relationship occurs when the
psychologist is in a professional role with a person
and (1) at the same time is in another role with
the same person, (2) at the same time is in a
relationship with a person closely associated with
or related to the person with whom the
psychologist has a professional relationship, or (3)
promises to enter into another relationship in the
future with the person or a person closely
associated with or related to that person.
63
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
Multiple Relationships 3.05, APA 2017
• A psychologist refrains from entering into a
multiple relationship if the multiple relationship
could reasonably be expected to impair the
psychologist’s objectivity, competence, or
effectiveness in performing his or her functions as
a psychologist or otherwise risks exploitation or
harm to the person with whom the professional
relationship exists.
• Multiple relationships that would not reasonably
be expected to cause impairment or risk
exploitation or harm are not unethical.
64
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• 3.06 Conflict of Interest
• Psychologists refrain from taking on a professional
role when personal, scientific, professional, legal,
financial, or other interests or relationships could
reasonably be expected to (1) impair their
objectivity, competence, or effectiveness in
performing their functions as psychologists or (2)
expose the person or organization with whom the
professional relationship exists to harm or
exploitation.
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• The question, though, is how to assess these risks
• It can be very difficult to determine risk levels
• But there are some characteristics for clinicians
and clients that can help

• Though anecdotal, the literature suggests that

boundary problems that result in harm are more
likely with certain kinds of clients and clinicians
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Clinical/Ethical Issues
• Clients who ask clinicians to step outside the usual
role (e.g., writing letters for legal processes)

• Highly demanding clients (like those discussed
•
•

earlier in the context of risk management)
Clinician vulnerability
An unbridled desire to help without consideration
of:
--competence
--training
--or roles
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Legal and Risk Management
Concerns
• E.g. Dr. Care’s stepping into a different role as
advocate and legal ally.

• Challenges when one is the treating
•
•

psychologist—can you write letters like this? If so,
what can you say? What can you not say?
A boundary of competence issue, as well: forensic
v. clinical roles (we’ll discuss this in more detail
later in the presentation)
In addition to possibly declining to write the letter,
how to minimize conflict
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Legal and Risk Management
Concerns
• How to address boundary challenges where risk of
harm must be assessed?

• Gutheil (2005) recommends that boundaries be

•

firmly set at the outset of treatment, and then reestablished when needed (e.g., what to do with a
person in the office who begins to act out
sexually)
He also argues that we must stick to those
boundaries: “even theoretically benign boundary
crossings can be misconstrued or portrayed in a
worse light in later litigation. Boundary crossings
thus require circumspection, weighing of pros and
cons, and obtaining consultation with a low
threshold.” (p. 480)
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Legal and Risk
Management Concerns
If the risks are minimal, we may proceed
• BUT--Consider “worst case” scenarios
• Remember to ask “what do I gain?”
• Might this be an “appearance” of a
conflict of interest? (these are riskier)
• What if it’s a standard part of your job?
(e.g., evaluating VA law enforcement
officers who work on your site)
• My Grandmother’s rule…
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Legal Issues
• BTW—did Dr. Care violate Board standards by not
reporting Dr. Regret?

• This depends on state law, but here, there’s a good

•

argument that Dr. Regret sought appropriate help
to address vulnerability that could render him
impaired if not addressed, and he did not violate
boundaries with the client
And what about the client recording the treatment?
Again, this is state dependent—some states have
“one party” rules (See, e.g., Tex. Penal Code Ann. §
16.02; Tex. Code Crim. Proc. Ann. art. 18.20) but
others prohibit such recording without both parties
agreeing—or if there is an expectation that the
conversation would be confidential.
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A Furry Problem; Boundaries of
Competencies and Roles
When Mr. Pause first entered
treatment, he reported some significant
interpersonal problems, in addition to
daily anxiety and a long-standing
depression. Dr. Ruff worked carefully to
build alliance with Mr. Pause, and
though he has had some setbacks, Mr.
Pause seems to be developing a sense
of trust Dr. Ruff, and his depression
appears to be lifting. Mr. Pause
continues to struggle with his anxiety,
however.
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A Furry Problem
And his anxiety exacerbates after three
months of treatment, when Mr. Pause learns
that he has to move because his rent will be
raised significantly when his lease is up at
the end of the month. Coincidentally, he has
been planning to visit family soon thereafter,
and now finds himself too anxious to
consider flying somewhere and visiting his
parents, with whom he has a conflicted and
difficult relationship.
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A Furry Problem
He comes into the next session and
demands that Dr. Ruff complete a letter to
allow him to bring his dog on the aircraft
and in his travels, and a separate letter to
allow him to challenge the rule at a new
apartment building to which he is moving,
that he is not permitted to have a pet.
Although he is not alluded to it previously,
he now reports to Dr. Ruff that his dog
makes him feel calmer and less anxious,
overall.
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A Furry Problem
In fact, Dr. Ruff recalls that his client
seemed mostly annoyed with his canine
companion in prior conversations. On the
one hand he doesn’t feel very comfortable
writing either one of the letters and wants to
say no. On the other hand, he is wary of
disrupting the fragile alliance that he is
developed with this client and undermining
the gains they have made so far. What
should he do?
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Areas of Concern
• Legal aspects
• Clinical/Ethical issues
• Risk management concerns
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Areas of Concern: Legal Aspects
What are Emotional Support Animals?

1. Such animals are NOT service animals (SAs).

SAs are defined in the Americans’ with
Disabilities Act Amendments Act (2009) as
“as dogs (and with some limitations, miniature
horses) that are individually trained to do work
or perform tasks for people with disabilities.
Examples of such work or tasks include…
reminding a person with mental illness to take
prescribed medications, calming a person with
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) during
an anxiety attack, or performing other duties.”
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Areas of Concern: Legal Aspects
ESAs, on the other hand are NOT directly
addressed in the ADA

Unlike service animals, they do NOT require
special, individualized training

Further, they are less limited in type than the ADA
allows (e.g., animals other than dogs and
miniature horses are permitted to be ESAs).
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Areas of Concern: Legal Aspects
• The function of an ESA is to “work, provide

assistance or perform tasks for the benefit of a
person with a disability, or provide emotional

support that alleviates one or more identified
symptoms or effects of a person’s disability.”

• That is, if the creature reduces symptoms that a

•

person with a disability experiences, then it can be
defined as an ESA
It can’t, however, pose a threat to public health
and safety
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Areas of Concern: Legal Aspects
ESAs are permitted under two different statutes, for
two relatively limited purposes:

1. For the purposes of travel under the Air Carrier

Access Act (1986) (permitting ESA to accompany
a passenger without extra fees)

2. And for housing, under the Fair Housing Act of

1968 (permitting exceptions to “no pet” policies
in housing covered by Section 504 or the Federal
Housing Authority (FHA)
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Areas of Concern: Legal
Aspects
• For airlines: (per the Department of

•

Transportation)”…the passenger must provide
current documentation (signed at most a year
before the scheduled initial flight) on the
letterhead of a licensed mental health
professional stating that the person has a mental
or emotional disability recognized in the DSM and
needs the emotional support or psychiatric
service animal as an accommodation for air travel
and/or for activity at the passenger's destination.”
There is current consideration of tightening up
these regulations (FAA has proposed changes
with public comment openning in July, 2018;
https://www.reginfo.gov/public/do/eAgendaView
Rule?pubId=201710&RIN=2105-AE63)
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Areas of Concern: Legal Aspects
• For housing (per the Department of Housing
and Urban Development), regulations allow
landlords to ask for documentation

•

“…that the animal provides emotional support
that alleviates one or more of the identified
symptoms or effects of an existing disability.
Such documentation is sufficient if it
establishes that an individual has a disability
and that the animal in question will provide

some type of disability-related assistance or
emotional support.”
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Areas of Concern: Legal Aspects
• ADA definition says that disability means:
(1)…with respect to an individual—
(A) a physical or mental impairment that
substantially limits one or more major life
activities of such individual;
(B) a record of such an impairment; or,
C) being regarded as having such an impairment…
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Areas of Concern
So the questions the professional must be able to
answer in order to consider completing such
documentation are:
1. Does this person have a disability that qualifies?
2. Does this person need the animal as an
accommodation for air travel, or housing, and/or
3. Would the animal alleviate symptom/s or effects
of a disability?
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Areas of Concern: Ethical and
Clinical
Turns out that these are not as easy to answer as
may appear on first glance.

• Though a DSM diagnosis would likely qualify for a
•

•
•

disability under the DOT rules, for example, the
ambiguity is:
Whether the disability affects this particular life
activity (i.e., travel, housing)
Whether the ESA would be necessary to alleviate
symptoms or effects of such a disorder.
And what is the nature of the assessment process
or method of determining the need for an ESA?
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Areas of Concern: Ethical and
Clinical
• Here’s the rub:
• There are no protocols or guidelines that have

•

been developed to assess these two dimensions
for the purposes of writing such a letter (Boness
et al., 2017; Younggren et al., 2016).
Further, treating therapists almost always have no
more than self-report (whether structured with a
symptom checklist or narrative descriptions); that
is, the data are very limited.
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Areas of Concern: Ethical and
Clinical
• Thus, what other data do clinicians have about
•
•
•

whether an ESA actually decreases a persons
symptoms?
Have we observed such changes?
Obtained credible third party
observations/reports?
There’s also some significant potential for
malingering—and the little research that has been
done on the topic (Boness et al., 2017) shows that
treating clinicians rarely assess for malingering in
these cases.
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Areas of Concern: Ethical and
Clinical
• Moreover, there’s a reasonable argument that to
•

get these data, one must actually conduct a
forensic evaluation.
Indeed, the Forensic Guidelines (APA, 2013)
define a forensic role as occurring “when applying
the scientific, technical, or specialized knowledge
of psychology to the law to assist in addressing
legal, contractual, and administrative matters.
Application of the Guidelines does not depend on
the practitioner’s typical areas of practice or
expertise, but rather, on the service provided in
the case at hand.” (APA, 2013, p. 7).
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Areas of Concern: Ethical and
Clinical
• If one does a forensic evaluation, then there are

•

•

some inherent conflicts of interest would normally
prohibit one from being a treating clinician and
forensic evaluator. (APA, Guideline 1.03, 2013)
Even if the forensic argument does not persuade,
the Ethics Code requires that we avoid multiple
relationships where ones’ competence,
effectiveness or objectivity could reasonably be
compromised (APA, 2017, Std 3.05)
At the least, objectivity and judgement, in the
absence of reliable data, can be expected to be
affected by taking on an extra-therapeutic role like
this
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Areas of Concern: Ethical and
Clinical
• Thus, the lack of guidelines or standards, the

•

usual reliance on self-report alone, the potential
for malingering, the potential forensic role, and
the difficulty in engaging in such a role with it
being a conflict of interest all argue for either
refraining from providing such letters, or only
considering this role shift with an abundance of
caution.
Another option is to refer, as one might do when
an evaluation is needed for other purposes in the
VA
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Areas of Concern: Risk
Management
• Boness et al. (2017) have suggested that our

consent forms include this language: “Dr. X limits the
services provided to you to those that are clinical in
nature. Any requests for additional administrative
services like disability certification and special
accommodations related to a psychological condition
may need to be provided by another psychologist.
Short-term disability certification by Dr. X will be
limited to a period of time not to exceed 4 weeks at
which time those determinations will also have to be
made by another psychologist. The reason for this
policy is to avoid having the performance of
administrative functions interfere with your therapy.”
(p. 223)
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Areas of Concern: Risk
Management
For those treating clinicians who nonetheless choose
to complete ESA letters on behalf of their clients, in
addition to the earlier suggestions, be careful to:
1. Consider referring your client to a forensic
evaluator…and if you do not:
2. Think through how to evaluate the client’s need for
an ESA
3. Clarify the data underlying your recommendations
4. Clarify their limitations
5. Stick to the facts you actually have—e.g., your
diagnosis, that you may only have self-report, etc.
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RECORD KEEPING
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Psychotherapy
Notes

Records = Data
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Data Considerations
Data at rest
• Intentionally gathered information about your
client
 For example, intake information

• Information documented and stored digitally
 For example, a progress note kept on a computer

• Unintentionally gathered and stored information
 For example, unsolicited phone calls with numbers stored

on your cell phone, voicemails, etc., as well as “meta-data

• Backed up digital information—locally or cloudbased
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Data Considerations
Data in motion
• Transmitting information digitally
 e.g., sending PHI to someone

• Receiving such data
 Intentionally (e.g. a text)
 Unintentionally (location based services)

• Physically transporting digital information
 For example, via cell phones, tablets, laptops, media
drives
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Uses of Electronic Data
For a range of purposes:

• To communicate clinically
• To communicate administratively

• To supervise
• To consult with colleagues
• For social networking
• For private activities
98
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Relevant Standards
• APA Ethics Code
• APA Record Keeping Guidelines
• HIPAA Privacy, Security, and BNR Rule
• State Regulations
• Professional Guidelines and Standards
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APA Ethics Code (2010)
• We are, of course, required to document our

professional services (EC 6.01) for a variety of
reasons.
 The choice about where/how is still left up to the clinician
or organization, but there is increasing pressure and
movement toward using digital record keeping methods

• EC 6.02 requires the confidential maintenance and
disposal of these records.
 As record keeping shifts to digital formats, the

privacy/security of maintaining and disposing of
records are clearly ethical—as well as technical—issues
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APA Record Keeping
Guidelines (RKGs) and
Digital Media
• APA RKGs (2007) are undergoing the final stages
of revision (the document is expected to reach
the Board of Directors for review by June 2018)

• In addition to updating previous materials, it will
likely add guidelines related to the use of social
media

• But the current guidelines do have material
relevant to the digital world
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APA Record Keeping Guidelines
(with The Trust additions)

Balancing systemic demands with client’s privacy

• The idea is to provide only the necessary
information

• And strike a balance between client privacy and
the detail necessary for:
 continuity of care
 ethical mandates
 legal and RM needs
 insurance requirements’

“We endeavor to include only information germane to the
purposes for the service provided.”
102
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APA Record Keeping Guidelines
(with The Trust additions)
Maintaining records

•

Recall that RKG recommends 7 years or 3 years after
age of majority

 But, the law governs here, and federal and state variations

that may require more (e.g., Cal’s later of 7 years, or 7 years
after age of majority, WA having an 8 year requirement;
Medicare Advantage 10 years)

• Digital records must be kept as long as paper records
•

A psychologist makes efforts to see that legible and
accurate entries are made in client records as soon as
is practicable after a service is rendered.
103
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APA Record Keeping Guidelines
(with The Trust additions)

Maintaining records (cont.)

• For community services and smaller practices, a
current challenge: converting paper-to-digital
records:
 Can we scan documents into our digital devices?
 May we then destroy the paper records?

104
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APA Record Keeping Guidelines
(with The Trust additions)
Maintaining records (cont.)

•

Digital/electronic data allows greater access by others
in institutional settings

•

This has risks and benefits; for example:
 Team members have access to important information
regarding patients needs
 But they may have ethical or legal duties that conflict
with psychologists' standards (e.g., CA P.C. § 11160;
MDs and nurses-but not psychologists—may have to
report domestic violence: MO Revised Stats. §
578.350)
 And how does an independent contractor maintain
access to electronic access following the end of a
contract?
105
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APA Record Keeping Guidelines
(with The Trust additions)

Digital Challenges with Multiple Clients

• For example:
 Under whose name is couples therapy recorded in
an EHR?

 Who has access?
 Psychologists should address these issues in
informed consent and the outset.

 Managing expectations of privacy and access with
collateral contacts.

 The importance of collateral agreements when
working with multiple clients, where the main
focus is on a particular patient.
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Relevant Standards
• APA Ethics Code
• APA Record Keeping Guidelines
• HIPAA Privacy, Security, and BNR Rules
• State Regulations
• Professional Guidelines and Standards
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Does HIPAA Apply to You?
• Are you a covered entity or business
associate?

 Decision tool: CoveredEntitiesChart20160617.pdf

• KEY ELEMENT: One or more covered

electronic transaction since 2003
• HIPAA Primers from APAPO and The Trust

 http://www.apapracticecentral.org/business/hipaa
 https://www.trustinsurance.com/Resources/Down
load-Documents
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Federal Attempts to Address
Healthcare Privacy/Security
• The HIPAA Original (2003) and “Final” Privacy

Rule (2013) (related to whom and under what
circumstances a psychologist can disclose patient
information)

• Security Rule (2005; updated 2013) (related to
steps a psychologist must take to protect
ELECTRONIC confidential information (PHI) from
unintended disclosure

• Breach Notification Rule (2009) (what CEs are
required to do if PHI is accessed, used, or
disclosed in violation of HIPAA)
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HIPAA Clinical Record
• HIPAA describes the following as information that
would be part of the clinical record (having
ordinary privacy protections):
 Medication prescription and monitoring
 Session start and stop times
 Modalities and frequencies of treatment
 Results of clinical tests (including raw test data)
 Summaries of:
• Diagnosis
• Functional status
• Treatment plan
• Symptoms
• Prognosis
• Progress to date
110
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Two Methods for Enhancing
Patient Confidentiality
• Psychotherapy notes

• Minimum Necessary Disclosure rule

111
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HIPAA Psychotherapy Notes
“Notes recorded (in any medium) by a healthcare
provider who is a mental health professional
documenting or analyzing the contents of conversation
during a private counseling session or a group, joint or
family counseling session and that are separated from
the rest of the individual’s medical record.”

•

Additional commentary:

 Contain particularly sensitive information
 Personal notes of therapist, intended to help him/her recall
the therapy discussion

 Are of little to no use to others not involved in the therapy
 Not intended to communicate to, or even be seen by, persons
other than the therapist

 Does not refer to the medical/clinical

record
112
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Can They be Used to Protect ePHI
from Prying Eyes?
• Three types of “prying eyes”:
 Insurance companies/third party funders,
 other healthcare providers on a team or system,
 and possibly clients themselves

• Psychotherapy notes, perhaps on paper, can

increase the level of protection psychotherapy
patients may have from both perceived and real
exposure of sensitive issues (though there are
limits to this protection)
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Can They be Used to Protect
ePHI from Prying Eyes?
Additional considerations:
• Have to put all important information in clinical
EHRs
• Only use psychotherapy notes for particularly
sensitive personal information, speculations,
session quotes, etc.
• Clarify the limits of protection offered by these
notes—good informed consent is necessary
• Asserting the Minimum Necessary Rule and
keeping separate psychotherapy notes has helped
to reduce the intrusiveness of information
requests by 3rd party payers
114
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Should You Keep Psychotherapy
Notes?
•

Depends on balancing:

 Are psychotherapy notes confidential under state law? (The





•

current team discussion about state level approvals or
ambiguities)
How important is limiting client’s access to such records?
What negative consequences might withholding access
create?
How much administrative burden is created?

Remember, psychotherapy notes:

 Must be kept separately from the clinical record
 Are not a substitute for individual session notes
 Individual session clinical record must be adequate to survive


audit and communicate all information that might be needed
by other healthcare providers (clinical, as well as medical)
Cannot be released without separate patient authorization
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Minimum Necessary Disclosure
Rule
• Make reasonable efforts to limit disclosure to the

“minimum necessary” to accomplish the intended
purpose (original rule—who decides?; Final rule—
information holder)

• Insurance company information requests
 What if the entire record is requested?
• Baloo Method (Jungle Book)
• Borg Method (Star Trek)

vs
vs
116
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Minimum Necessary Disclosure
Rule

Our perspective:
• Psychotherapy notes may be protective and are
worth considering (depending on your state; note
e.g., no protection in MN, but heightened
protections in IL; permitted with additional steps
in CA)

• It is crucial to inform client that whatever

information an insurer/funder requests in order to
process claims (other than psychotherapy notes)
must be given to obtain reimbursement.
 This release of information to an insurer does not require
authorization, but clients should still be informed of this
fact.
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Business Associate Agreement
(BAA)
• What is a BAA?
 It is a contract between a HIPAA covered provider or

organization and another business in order to protect
private healthcare information

• Once BAA is signed, the business associate

becomes subject to laws and penalties for breach,
just like psychologists.
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Business Associate Agreement
(BAA)
• The PHI is appropriately released by a CE to those
who are not bound by HIPAA—such as
 Billing & claims processing
 Practice management software providers
 Audiovisual communications platforms
 Computer techs, lawyers, etc.
 EVEN for encrypted data cloud backup
 Non-mental health professional legal representative
 Does not include carriers of information, ISPs, banks, post
office
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Implementation Considerations
BAA Data Storage
• Changed by the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009
 Vendors must comply with contracts
 Have HIPAA compliant safeguards in place
 Report all breaches to you
 Account for all disclosures
 Destroy PHI at end of contract
 Vendors can be disciplined for breaches
Vendor Examples

• http://www.carbonite.com/
Vendor Examples
• http://www.mozy.com/
http://www.carbonite.com/
• •http://www.backblaze.com/
http://www.mozy.com/
• •http://www.crashplan.com/
http://www.backblaze.com/
• •http://go.iomega.com/
http://www.crashplan.com/
• •http://www.ironmountain.com/
• http://go.iomega.com/
• http://www.ironmountain.com/
122
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HIPAA Security Rule
• Focuses only on electronically transmitted or

stored PHI
 Distinguished from Privacy Rule, which applies to all
PHI

• Electronic transmission includes:
 Internet, extranets, dial-up lines (not phone calls),

computer-generated faxes (not traditional paper-to-paper
faxes), private networks, and ePHI that is physically
moved from one location to another
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HIPAA Security Rule
As DHHS has summarized, this rule was intended
to:
1. Ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of all e-PHI providers create, receive,
maintain, or transmit;

2.

Identify and protect against reasonably
anticipated threats to the security or integrity of
the information;

3.

Protect against reasonably anticipated,
impermissible uses or disclosures; and ensure
compliance by their workforce.”
124
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HIPAA Security Rule
Consists of 3 types of security safeguards:

• Administrative Standards

 Includes office policies and procedures for compliance,
including training

• Physical Standards

 Procedures for limiting access to the places where the
information is stored

• Technological Standards

 Technological requirements for protection of data
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Implementation Considerations
• Required vs Addressable
 Addressable:
•
•
•

Implement the standard as is
Implement an alternative method
Choose not to implement it, provided that there is a
documented and reasonable rationale

• Scalability

 Size, complexity, capabilities, or practice
 Technical infrastructure, hardware, and software security
capabilities

 The costs of security measures
 The probability and degree of potential harm from

potential risks to electronic confidential information
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Implementation Considerations
•

Conduct a documented risk analysis

 Confidentiality of ePHI
 Integrity of ePHI
 Information is not changed or altered or lost in storage or
transmission

 Availability of ePHI
•

Information is accessible to the appropriate people when needed

•

See https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/forprofessionals/security/laws-regulations/

•

Appoint someone who is responsible for security and
compliance (in VA, it’s the Privacy Officer at your
facility, of VISN: for solo practitioners—it's you)

•

Periodically review risk analysis policies and
procedures, and modify as necessary.
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Implementation Considerations
• Do you have your own policies and procedures?
• Is your electronic data secure?
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Implementation Considerations
• External Hard Drive
• Flash Drives (but recall the physical taping over of
usb ports?)

• Backup Drives
 Tape
 Flash Memory
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Physical Safeguards:
Mobile Device Example
• Assess what PHI could be developed, stored, sent
•

or received on the device
 e.g., email, text, healthcare apps
What are the risks of compromise of those data?
 Loss, theft, viewing by unauthorized people,
interceptions, etc.

• How likely are those risks to occur, and what
would be their impact?
 Study by Consumer Reports found that 5.2 million

•

smartphones were lost or stolen in the U.S. in 2014 (the
numbers may be decreasing) and what would be the
impact?

What security controls can be used?

 e.g., secure email systems with device-based app; device
encryption, secure remote erasure
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Implementation Considerations
Yes, you should encrypt!
• Despite the fact that it is not technically required,
The Trust strongly recommends encryption of all
electronically stored information where possible
 All devices
 Using secure methods of communication

• Failure to encrypt subjects you to HIPAA “breach
notification requirements” (described below).

• See “Choosing Encryption Software” on The Trust
website (under the “Resources” menu click on
“Education”) to obtain assistance in finding
appropriate encryption for your devices.
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Implementation Considerations
• DON’T USE TrueCrypt (http://www.truecrypt.org/)
• See article: “Choosing Encryption Software”
 https://www.trustinsurance.com/Resources/Articles/ID/10/
Choosing-Encryption-Software

• BestCrypt Enterprise
 http://www.jetico.com/data-protection-encryptionbestcrypt-enterprise

• PGP Whole Disk Encryption
 http://www.symantec.com/index.jsp

• Trade off of price vs ease of use
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Enforcement and Penalties
• Previously was previously only complaint driven—
•
•

•
•
•

but second stage of active enforcement began in
2015
Initial enforcement was educational
Moving now more to fines and civil penalties
(albeit slowly)
Real risk for civil lawsuits if data is lost, stolen, or
otherwise compromised.
More clients will threaten to complain about
violation
Licensing board complaints will probably not be a
major problem for practitioners who make a good
faith effort to comply, though note some recent
cases coming before licensing Boards…
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Breach Notification Rule (BNR)
• HITECH Act (2009) required DHHS to put breach
notification in force
(Applies to paper and electronic records)

• Breach is presumed when:
 Someone using, getting access to, or disclosing
 Protected health information (PHI)
 In violation of HIPAA

• Unless--the covered entity or business associate
can demonstrate that there is a low probability
that the PHI has been compromised based on a
risk assessment
134
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Breach Notification Rule (BNR)
• Maximum of 60 days to notify clients if there is a

breach (DHHS expects that it be completed more
quickly)

• Applies to work settings (e.g., other staff and
providers) and health insurance companies
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BNR Considerations
• There is no breach if the PHI is secured (e.g.,
using encryption methods approved by
DHHS)

• Safe Harbor Provision
 We can claim “safe harbor” (no need to notify clients) if
we can demonstrate there is no “significant risk of
harm.”

136
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BNR Considerations
• If cannot reasonably conclude that there
was no significant risk of harm:

 Notify client within 60 days of discovering the
breach

 Notify DHHS within 60 days if >500 clients

affected; otherwise, w/in 60 days of end of
calendar year
• https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-professionals/breachnotification/

 Notify media (if >500 clients affected)
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Enforcement and Penalties
• The Final Rule creates a system of civil penalties
 Minimum penalties increase as the willfulness of the

violation increases, and when it’s not promptly fixed

• If you have made a good faith effort to comply

and the non-compliance is not serious, small fine,
or maybe just education

• In cases of “willful neglect,” where the violation is

not corrected in 30 days, the minimum penalty is
$50,000 per violation
 Willful neglect includes a reckless indifference to the need
to comply
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Relevant Standards
• APA Ethics Code
• APA Record Keeping Guidelines
• HIPAA Privacy, Security, and BNR Rule
• State Regulations
• Professional Guidelines and Standards
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State Regulations
• State regulations
 Example: California Health and Safety Code 123149

requires that psychologists who maintain patient records
on computers without duplicate hard copy records must
safeguard confidentiality, make offsite backups, scan
signed documents, and make records unalterable after

being entered into the computer.

• State licensing boards
• State guidelines (e.g., NY, OH)
• Legislative actions
• Civil case law
 Standard of care argument
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Compliance Problems
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Some General Compliance
Reminders
• Destroying records when no longer needed (and

•
•
•
•

maintenance period has run—but note such is
NOT required; the record keeping laws and
guidelines are minimum periods. Orgs like the VA
may never destroy records)
Take proactive steps to ensure confidentiality of
electronic devices
Control access to confidential information on all
tech devices
Use secure methods of disposing of and erasing
electronic data (don’t forget copiers!)
Describe to clients the confidentiality risks
accompanying various forms of communication
142
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Some General Compliance
Reminders
• Install and enable encryption (as noted
previously)

• Use a password or other user authentication
• Install and activate wiping, remote disabling, or
•

•
•

both to erase data on lost, stolen, or discarded
devices (but note possible limitations)
Disable and do not install or use file-sharing
applications
Install and enable a firewall to block unauthorized
access
Research mobile applications before downloading
(push notifications with Linkedin, for example)
143
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Some General Compliance
Reminders
• Install and enable security software to protect
•
•
•
•
•

against malicious applications, viruses, spyware,
and malware-based attacks
Keep security software up to date
Maintain physical control of mobile devices
Use adequate security to send or receive health
information over public WiFi networks
Have backup systems in place—keep in mind
Ransomware and similar attacks
How’ secure is you WiFi router? Key Reinstallation
Attacks (“Krack” attacks;
https://www.pcworld.com/article/3233308/securit
y/krack-wi-fi-security-flaw-faq-tips.html)
144
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Practice Software vs Electronic
Health Record Systems (EHRs)
• Digital data can be in many forms and on many
devices.
 For example, a private practitioner may use practice

management software on a single laptop computer to
keep his or her clinical materials.

• In contrast, an EHR is digital record keeping built
to share information with other healthcare
providers and organizations – such as
laboratories, specialists, medical imaging
facilities, pharmacies, emergency facilities, and
school and workplace clinics – so they contain
information from all clinicians involved in a
patient’s care.
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Am I Required to Use EHRs?
• HIPAA does not require the use of either digital
records or EHRs for clinics, groups or solo
practitioners

• Thus, if you keep only paper records, EHRs, and

digital systems have little direct impact on you—at
least for now

• Still, there has been a push to use some kind of
digital method of keeping records
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EHRs
• Electronic records, of course, must be

appropriately maintained and protected

• Varying mediums for record keeping:
 Paper records
 Paper and electronic records
 Records kept on computer
 Electronic record keeping and billing products (e.g.,
TherapyNotes)

 EHRs
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EHRs
•

Though EHRs have been a key feature of the ACA,
most healthcare organizations have adopted these
systems, whether ACA survives or not. The VA is a
classic example.

• EHR positives include:

 A presumption that they are better at facilitating
more integrated, efficient, effective, and safer
treatments
 More effective referral processes
 Easy integration with billing processes for more
efficient payment and collections
 Better communication with clients
(Also presumed to offer better clinical dx and
decision support)
148
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EHRs
Negatives include:
• These systems are expensive*, and
• Non-MD professionals have not been given grants/incentives
to pay for these systems

• Confidentiality concerns that arise with

•
•

•

broader access to a patient’s PHI
(“oversharing”)—e.g., VA employees
receiving services at the VA; active
National Guard service members and the
move toward shared records

”Cut and paste” problems; that is, using material from other
patients or the current patient that is not really applicable
Breaches of large amounts of “secure” data posed by data
concentration risks
*but getting less so.
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EHR Risks
Examples:
• September 2011-Scientific Data in San Antonio
reported a breach of 4.9 million military patient
records, including SSNs and health records

• Community Health Systems (TN); hackers

infiltrated system server compromising SSNs,
names, addresses of 4.5 million patients (August,
2014)

• Anthem Blue Cross 80 million person breach
(2015)

• Equifax 143 million person breach (2017)
150
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Evidence-Based Practices;
Current Issues Related to the
Standard of Care

• As you likely know, there has been substantial

dialogue in recent years about professional
guidelines and treatment recommendations as
bases for establishing duties
• In the Osheroff case (a 1980s MD case
involving a malpractice suit and subsequent
settlement for failure to give information
about up-to-date medication alternatives), the
plaintiff appears to argue that medication was
the standard of care in treating depression
• The case raised the issue of whether
professionals will be judged as having a duty
to use only evidence-based treatments
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EBPs, Ethics and Standards of Care
• This is a complex question
• On one hand, it’s a “Mom and Apple Pie” argument:

•

who would NOT want us to use treatments that are
demonstrated to be effective?
Brief history of reasons for the EBP movement (e.g.,
thousands of deaths in British health care systems
attributed to failure to use known effective
treatments over 25 years ago)
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EBPs (cont.)
• Thus the EBP movement swept through
England, and then through the US

• We have, once again, been invaded by the

Brits….
• Professional and governmental organizations
set out creating lists of empirically validated
treatments.
• It is now easy to find such lists on line—
including in federally sponsored or hosted
sites (e.g.,
http://www.nrepp.samhsa.gov/ViewAll.aspx)
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EBPs (cont.)
• Most of these lists consist of treatments

that are putatively specific to particular
disorders
• That is, the assumption is that there are
particular treatments that work for some
disorders, but not others, and that
diagnoses should drive the specific
treatment plan.
• Problem is, among other things, it turns
out that accurate Dx only accounts for only
a small amount of the variance in
treatment effectiveness (Duncan, 2010)
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EBPs (cont.)
• Moreover, some researchers and critics

have argued that psychosocial treatments
are not specific to particular disorders—
and that the presumed effective
components of treatments (e.g., exposure
to the feared stimulus in exposure therapy
for phobias), are not what is key at all.
• Bruce Wampold, for example, has been
involved in conducting a number of metaanalyses of treatment outcome research
• His conclusions (and those of other clinical
researchers) are that there are common
factors that account for most of the
change in treatment
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EBPs (cont.)
• For example, the alliance (which accounts

for about 40% of the variance attributable
to therapists in the effectiveness of
therapy), shared goals, a shared
understanding of the process by which
health/mental health is regained, belief by
the therapist and the client in the potency
of the treatment and other similar factors
account for most of the outcomes (specific
interventions about 15%)
• Therefore, the argument goes, specific
“evidenced-based” treatments are not what
are effective. Rather it’s the common factors
that are necessary
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EBPs (cont.)
• Note also Wampold’s critique of RCTs—and

allegiance effects
• Thus, this group would argue that the
standard of care should not be specific
treatments, but the use of common factors
in treatment
• BOTH sides of this debate are very
important to consider
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EBPs (cont.)
• And if we can not come to an agreement,

the best result is to suggest that there is a

legitimate disagreement among clinical
researchers and clinicians about the
nature of what constitutes an EBP—
specific treatments, or core components

• As a result, a professional following either
should NOT be considered falling below
the standard of care or an ethical lapse.
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EBPs (cont.)
• Fortunately, most courts want to stay out of the
•
•

•

business of deciding whether one school of
treatment is better (and therefore required)
Courts tend to use the respectable minority test:
that is “The treatment or technique need not be
the best; it need only be acceptable by respectable
professional authority” (Slobokin, 1999)
I suggest we take a page from these judges—at
least until such time as data clearly establishing
both the absence of allegiance effects, and the
superiority of one kind of treatment, can be clearly
established.
And arguments that its ethically required to use
particular treatments should be held in abeyance—
at least until technology for doing non-human
influenced treatment outcome studies becomes
routine and meta-analyzed.
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A FANCIFUL HYPOTHETICAL

•Note this is NOT a real case: any

resemblance to actual events or
people is purely coincidental!!
•Suppose I am supervising an intern
at a clinic.
•My usual supervision methods
•Supervisee very nervous about live
or audio/video recording
•She starts seeing a family
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WHAT HAPPENED HERE?

•Why would I be held responsible
for Supervisee’s failure to do the
things I have asked?

•Is it true self-report is not enough?
•What are we, as supervisors,
legally and ethically expected to
do?
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SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY

(ADAPTED FROM DUDDER, 1994; RECUPERO ET AL., 2007)
• Supervisors are responsible for all of their
supervisees’ activities. Under “respondeat superior,”
if your employee engages in wrongful behavior,
then you and I are completely responsible. It is
as if WE have engaged in this behavior.

• If, for some reason that legal theory does not
work, there’s also a theory of “direct liability.” This
legal notion allows supervisors to be held
responsible for any Supervisee misdeeds or
mistakes under a legal theory of negligent
supervision
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SUPERVISORY RESPONSIBILITY (CONT.)
• In effect, our interns DO NOT have “patients” or
“clients” because they are not licensed.
• That means that the clients seen by them are
yours and mine—despite the fact that most of
the clients our Supervisee’s see will not be seen
by us (unless, of course, we are doing live
supervision, or reflecting team work).
• DID analogy
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WHAT STEPS CAN WE TAKE TO INCREASE
ASSURANCE THAT TREATMENT GOES
ACCORDING TO OUR STANDARDS?

• Written informed consent for clients is

also essential in supervised treatments
• Much like treatment and assessment,
formal structuring of the supervisory
relationship is critical—including clear
agreements about a range of topics—in
writing.
• One way to view this is a double-layered
informed consent process
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The traditional elements of informed
consent with clients seen by Interns
and Post-Docs are particularly
important
• Potential risks of service (e.g., not getting better, getting
•
•
•

•
•

worse: how crucial it is for client’s to provide honest
information)
Potential benefits
Alternatives (if any)
Limits to confidentiality (“big 5,” with detail for minors in
particular; clearly note info is going to Supervsor!) NOTE:
is DV a mandated report, as Ms. Y thought?
Nature and extent of record keeping; usual practice of
maintaining records for the requisite number of years
The clinician’s training, education and experience
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CONSENT ELEMENTS (CONTINUED)

• Fees, costs and billing procedures, if any

(including co-pays, and related issues)
--Not a likely issue for VA employees, but it will
be in some clinics and for private practitioners
• -- Be careful to inform clients that Supervisees
can NOT be paid directly (e.g., checks made out
to clinic or supervisor, avoiding cash).
-- Also be careful to document how Supervisees
must bill—e.g., in any training sessions.
Likely length of treatment
• Rights of clients, including right to discontinue
services, and potential risks and consequences
of doing so
• Emergency access
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DOMAINS (CONTINUED)
• The fact that Supervisee is NOT licensed—AND
provide registration number, if one is available

• That s/he is being supervised by a licensed person
• The name, license number and access information
for the supervisor—AS WELL AS HIS/HER LICENSE
TYPE (e.g., MD, Psychology, etc.)
• To whom the client should direct questions or
complaints about the Supervisee and, if not
satisfied with Supervisee’s answers, the Rx
• Note—SUPERVISOR should clearly inform the
client of the supervision, so as a practical matter,
an informed consent form is crucial.
• If your Supervisee will be providing services over
the via the VA’s secure videochat, etcetera, use this
form to let clients know, and do full IC
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More General Informed Consent
Issues
• All of us are very familiar with this idea
and practice

• Presumed important, but often given short
shrift: “here—sign this form”
(Indeed, in some environments, like the
VA, it may be assumed that the initial
materials received with entry—say, 40
years ago—gave the full “Informed
Consent”)
• Ambivalence may come from a practical
concern—refusal of cooperation, or clients
choosing less effective treatments
• Where did it come from, and why is it
debated at all?
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Consent, cont.
• It is, of course, based on principles of

fundamental respect for autonomy and
personhood
• The assumption is that we, qua human
beings, are to respected
• That our ability to choose for ourselves,
however foolishly, are also accorded a
high degree of respect
• It is a way to honor our moral agency, and
allow for the responsibility that comes
along with it.
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Examples of Cases on
Informed Consent to Medical
Services (later applied to MH)
• Schloendorff v. Society of New York Hospital,

211 N.Y. 125, 105 N.E. 92 (1914). (Emerging
ideas in regards to a protected right to
consent to or refuse surgery)
• Cobb v. Grant, 8 Cal. 3d 229, 502 P.2d 1; 104
Cal. Rptr. 505 (1972). (California case
articulating a fully formed right to informed
consent, where no malpractice had occurred).
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Basic Elements of Informed Consent
Supporting Respect for Persons and
Autonomy
Consent must be:
•Voluntary (free to agree to
or refuse services)
•Competent
(assent for those who are
not)
•Knowing (informed)
about material risks
(severity and frequency)
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What about Non-Compliant
Clients?
• What if we give a client alternatives, and
she/he chooses NOT to obtain treatment

• Is our IC obligation fulfilled?
• Truman v. Thomas, 27 Cal. 3d 285, 611

P.2d 902 (1980); apparent passive failure
by a patient to get a pap smear.
• Raises the issue of how to approach clients
who are not willing to follow through with
recommendations
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Non-compliance (cont.)
• We may terminate services when the

client does not comply, BUT, must be very
careful to clarify reason for noncompliance; is it a transportation issue? A
financial issue (e.g., job and benefit loss)
• Refer to appropriate service providers at
the clinic/organization
• Remain connected to community
resources, such as transportation services
• Consider sending a “risk letter” (that is,
clear info re: recommendations, referrals,
and the consequences of non-compliance)
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Non-compliance (cont.)
• Note that a noncompliance with treatment
recommendations used to be a much
easier basis for the provider not
intervening or doing more, or even
provider initiated termination
• BUT in recent years, more clients are
reporting that the provider did not explain
how important it is/was to follow up as
was requested
• OR, arguing that the information was
provided in a manner that was not
understandable (Crane, 2012)
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For Non-Compliant Clients
1. Must document our treatment rationale
2. Document and provide clear explanations of
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

what we believe the client should do, or what
we have asked him/her to do
As suggested above, a copy to the client (a risk
letter)—and note it in our chart
Clarify in 2 & 3, the potential consequences of
the client NOT following through, and what
his/her response was (see Truman, above)
If possible determine whether the client
actually complied with that advice/request
If client is non-responsive to information
provision, then one may end services, but must
do so carefully and with consultation
Attempting to do warm hand-offs can help:
adequate termination counseling sessions are
important, as well (Hartsell & Bernstein, 2008)
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SECOND LAYER OF STRUCTURING (IC)
FOR THE SUPERVISORY RELATIONSHIP

•

The supervisory relationship is a
contractual one: it must be taken
seriously.

•
•

Articulate and clarify a range of issues

Not simply the paperwork, though this is
important (e.g., state requirements for
filing supervisor responsibility forms)
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HAVE A CLEAR SUPERVISION AGREEMENT WITH
SUPERVISEE, ALSO IN WRITING—BEYOND
LICENSING BOARD REQUIREMENTS
1. Should be completed BEFORE Supervisee sees
any clients through the clinic/practice.
2. Supervisee will follow all your professional ethical
standards and codes, as well as applicable laws
and VA regulations—and for community
practitioners, standards in your employment
settings, if any .
3. Failure to do so is grounds for discipline, including
termination from the internship
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Supervisory agreement (cont.)
4. Contract should specify that Supervisee
will be trained in, and will use:
- intake forms
- history taking format (note import of
careful screening measures for families and
couples regarding DV: failure to use by Ms.
Y was MY fault: I was responsible for
assuring completion)
- all other assessment methods
- and record keeping (My HealtheVet; or
your own office system, etc.)
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SUPERVISORY AGREEMENT (CONT.)
5. She or he must provide all patients with a written
statement (see above) that the supervisee is
unlicensed, your employee, and under your
direction and supervision (even if a written form is
not technically required by regulation).
VERY wise to let clients know Supervisor has full
access to and will be reviewing his/her/their
therapy and assessment records
6. That the supervisee will provide all clients with a
standard IC form that YOU compose (can include
the above)
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SUPERVISORY AGREEMENT (CONT.)
7. Contract should clarify that Supervisee will
function only within the boundaries of your
competence, and will only engage in providing
services that you and she or he have agree upon
(these should be delineated).
8. In private practices and clinics, its important to
clarify that only the supervisor—not the
supervisee—is permitted to accept payment
directly from patients, nor are supervisees to pay
for rent or supervision (and supervisees should be
employees--not 1099s- they are NOT an
independent contractors)
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SUPERVISORY AGREEMENT (CONT.)
9. That he or she must inform you of any legally-related
issues BEFORE taking action, such as
-receiving subpoenas or requests for disclosures of
information (e.g., from a pt)
-possible child, elder or dependent adult abuse reports
-concerns about DV, and depending on the state, possible
reporting
-possible recovery of memories of abuse
-imminent separation/divorce (couple)
-any situations where the patient may be a danger to self
or others, or gravely disabled
-the use of any experimental or non-traditional methods
(beforehand).
• Be sure to have a practical structure in place in the case
of emergencies—who does the supervisee speak to if
you are not present? If the Director is in a training on the
same day?
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SUPERVISORY AGREEMENT (CONT.)
10. That services must be provided on site (i.e., not in
the nearby café); if home/community visitation is
part of the job description discuss and document
methods of assuring Supervisee safety, addressing
emergencies, and structuring home interactions.
11. That there is documented training in providing
remote services
12. That we expect Supervisee to record or be
observed (and keep process notes, etc.) as a means
of supervision; the schedule for supervision sessions.
Be willing to provide as much supervision as is
needed—regardless of compensation or exceeding
legal minimums.
12. They must keep the required log of weekly
supervision with dates, times, tasks, and so on (for
licensing hours purposes). We should obtain regular
copies of this record and review it carefully.
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SUPERVISORY AGREEMENT (CONT.)
13. That you will review your supervisee’s notes and records
regularly, with an eye toward potential boundary issues
(e.g., giving of small gifts, attraction problems, meeting with
one member of a couple without having planned it first with
us).
14. That you will keep notes on supervision meetings, and be
sure these accurately reflect names, dates and content of
sessions supervisees are conducting. Keep records:
minimally record the dates of supervision and any themes
that are discussed. This is a hassle but worth its weight in
gold sometimes. (by the way—are videorecorded
sessions for training part of the medical record?)
15. That you (supervisor) will avoid any other type of
professional or personal relationship with our supervisee—
(e.g., they can’t be past lovers, spouses, past or current
therapy patients, business partners, etc.)
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NOTE THE EFFECTS ON OUR FANCIFUL
HYPOTHETICAL
• A signed consent form that included a clear

statement about the Supervisee’s licensure status
and my supervisory responsibilities would have been
a blow to any lawsuit/licensing complaints
• The consent form (and training on its use) would
have probably raised the issue with Ms. Y about a
discussion, first, of a report of DV
• The use by Ms. Y of my standard intake forms,
including the CTS-2, would have at least shown
diligence about possible violence, and may have
gotten information from the Mother at the outset
• In other words, I could have had a much better
chance at completely avoiding this scenario—and if
we couldn’t, a great chance of successfully
defending any adverse legal action!
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Some Additional Obvious Basics of
Supervision
• Have a regular supervision time. Try not to

cancel. Protect the time so that you can really
discuss things. This can be a major way of
decreasing “burn out” in your supervisee!
• Don’t address difficult topics by phone or email –
though hard, the face to face approach is best

• Support decisions of superiors (even if you don’t
agree, own it): “I believe” vs. “they said I had to tell
you this”, or “I don’t agree, but the policy is . . . “
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MORE OBVIOUS BASICS OF
SUPERVISION

• Discuss and document the evaluation process
and how they will be involved in it.
• Be clear with supervisees regarding what
the observable/ measurable outcomes are
that someone successful in this job will
achieve.
• Provide ongoing feedback and evaluation.
The annual evaluation should have no
“surprises.”
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DIFFICULT SUPERVISION
• Issues, as you know, vary widely:
• Range from typical anxiety and concerns over
performance that interfere with use of supervision,
to lack of compliance with legal/organizational
and/or supervisory standards or supervisor
requests (e.g., Child abuse reporting, failure to
notify of issues arising in treatment), to fraud and
sexual improprieties

• Fortunately, often nothing goes wrong
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DIFFICULT SUPERVISION (CONT.)

• Don’t ignore the problem the first time and

hope it will go away. As S’or, find out about
it.
• Don’t assume the negative. Listen to the
supervisee’s perspective and learn more
about what happened from their perspective.
See if your perception is correct!
• If your perception is correct, ask the
supervisee what it is that they were hoping to
accomplish. You want to assess where the
problem really lies so you will know how to
offer support.
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DIFFICULT SUPERVISION (CONT.)
• Clearly state and document what the behavior is

that will tell you that the supervisee is being
successful
• Provide timeframes for improvement to be seen.
• Indicate how you will measure ongoing
sustainability.
• Discuss ways that a repetition of the concern can be
prevented. What will you do together to work on
this?
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WHEN IT IS NOT A GOOD MATCH
Holding a supervisee accountable, who is
not doing a good job, does 3 major
things:
1. Models for the other staff that it is not okay
for some folks to work hard and others not
to (a double standard that hurts morale).
2. Results in the best service delivery for our
clients (the bottom line as to why most of us
are in this field).
3. Provides them with the opportunity to be
successful.
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What Can a Supervisee Do?

• Sometimes S’ors do not keep to the
structure that is promised

• If it is very occasional, or in an

emergency, there’s really not a
problem
• But, for example, what if the S’or does
not keep supervision appointments?
• Or does not keep other boundaries?
• What are the steps one should take?
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What Can a Supervisee Do?
• There is, of course, a significant power

differential (we all know this—
recommendations, job offers, and
advancement—may in large part depend on
the support or critique of a supervisor)
• So approaching a supervisor directly can be
intimidating, and its not just an underlying
anxiety disorder…
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What Can a Supervisee Do?
• As S’ee, get consultation from other

professionals/colleagues (not just agreement)
• Informal, direct approach is ethically
appropriate in most situations (though there
are exceptions in more extreme cases, such
as sexual improprieties)
• Explain your view
• Refer to the agreement—but refrain from
attacking
• Ask for help from your supervisor
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What Can a Supervisee Do?
• Only if that does not work should you
proceed to more formal methods

• Discuss with your training director
• Again, a professional, solution-oriented
approach is usually more effective

• Bringing in other professionals/schools

should only be done after exhausting the
internal options, or receiving consultation
where more than one knowledgeable
respected colleague/professional agrees with
you that there is no internal solution
• That said—be aware of how you present the
problem (a personal example)
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Workshop Summary
•
•
•
•
•

The ongoing challenges of setting and keeping boundaries in a
digital, interconnected, shrinking world will require thoughtful,
thorough ethical analyses
Record keeping issues will continue to evolve, as well—with
technology solving some and creating others
The debate and methods/data underlying EBPs will also
evolve—and again, it’s likely we’ll see some resolutions and
some new issues
Engaging in regular updates and consultation are crucial to
maintaining a good ethical compass in all of the above areas
of concern
An understanding of and appreciation for risk management
ideas will also be continue to be needed
“Intelligence is the ability to adapt to change.”
Stephen Hawking
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THANK YOU!
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